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Supports Active Learning

 Average class has 95% engagement 1

 Used across all subject areas and evenly across K-12 grade 
level

 Integrations with district-wide tools improve usage and reduce 
cognitive load for teachers and students

Improves Instruction

over 
90%

of teachers think Pear Deck is essential for Remote 
Learning

85% agree it supports them using formative assessment11

85%
agree it supports development of students’ critical 
thinking skills11

80% agree it supports students drawing on prior knowledge11

85% agree it supports metacognition

83% agree it supports adequate processing time11

Students are Engaged

95%
of teachers think it helps students express their 
understand11

94% think students are more engaged when using Pear Deck11

90% think it promotes peer communication11

Improved Equity and Engagement

 Active learning reduces achievement gaps 1,

 Teacher quality overcomes achievement gap between 
low-income and advantaged students7

Improved Outcomes and Achievement

 Active learning improves outcomes1,

 Formative assessment impacts achievement3,4,

 Deeper learning improves performance across multiple 
measures

 Student performance improves across multiple measures 
when learning is social, emotional, and academic8

Improved School Climate and Culture

 Regular, low stakes retrieval practice reduces anxiety in 
students

 When students feel supported and connected to their 
teachers and peers, they can develop a growth mindset 
and social-emotional skills

 Teachers retention improves in school that see student 
success as collaborative work7

Administrators  Get Insight into Classroom 
Instruction

 Access reports on how teachers use Pear Deck to guide and 
support best practice

 Utilize flexible, instructionally effective templates and lesson

 Receive custom trainings and interventions to help teachers 
incorporate formative assessments into every lesso

 Maintain ownership over content and wrap existing 
curriculum in instructional best practices

Teachers  Use Best Practices Daily

 Build new, or adapt existing, lessons with instructionally 
effective template

 Build respect and open dialogue between peers with Pear 
Deck’s classroom management feature

 Give specific feedback to students that drives metacognitio

 Be guided toward and celebrated for using instructionally-
effective teaching tactics

Students  Engage & Build Confidence

 Have time to retrieve and process information for themselves 
on their own devic

 See and discuss anonymous peer response

 Hear their own ideas being discusse

 Receive specific feedback and correction from their teacher

Administrators  Support Effective Instruction

 Install Pear Deck tools for effective instruction across all 
grade levels and subject area

 Integrate with district-wide systems (LMS, Google, 
Microsoft platforms

 Create a rollout plan to train facult

 Monitor teacher usage patterns and effectivenes

 Discuss impact and plan future trainings with a Success 
Manager

Teachers Create Impactful Lessons

 Design, assign, and deliver lesson

 Choose instructor or Student-Paced Mod

 Monitor student participatio

 Use real-time formative assessments to adjust instructio

 Prompt critical thinking and empathy through discussion 
and debate

Students Engage with Lessons

 Connect and actively engage in lesson

 Respond to interactive prompts and activitie

 Complete student-paced, remote assignment

 Participate and communicate with teachers and peers

Inputs

What do users do with Pear Deck?

Activities

What makes Pear Deck special?

Outputs

What does data tell us about the Pear Deck experience?

Outcomes

What does the research tell us about the 
potential benefits of Pear Deck?

Pear Deck Logic Model Learn more at peardeck.com/products/pear-deck


